
FINE STRUCTURE 

OF β-DECAY STRENGTH FUNCTION Sβ(E)



The probability of the β transition is proportional to

the product of the lepton part described by the

Fermi function f(Qβ – E) and the nucleon part

described by the β transition strength function

Sβ(E). The function Sβ(E) is one of the most

important characteristics of the atomic nucleus

defined as the distribution of the moduli squared of

the matrix elements of the β-decay type in nuclear

excitation energy Е.



Information on the structure of Sβ(Е) is important for 

many nuclear physics areas. Reliable experimental 

data on the structure of Sβ(Е) are necessary for 

predicting half-lives of nuclei far from the stability line, 

verifying completeness of decay schemes, calculating 

energy release from decay of fission products in 

nuclear reactors, calculating spectra of delayed 

particles, calculating the delayed fission probability 

and evaluating fission barriers for nuclei far from the 

β stability line, calculating production of various 

elements in astrophysical processes, and developing 

microscopic models for calculation of Sβ(Е), 

especially in deformed nuclei.



Until recently, experimental investigations of the Sβ(E) structure were

carried out using total absorption gamma-ray spectrometers (TAGS)

and total absorption spectroscopy methods, which had low energy

resolution. With TAGS spectroscopy, it became possible to

demonstrate experimentally the resonance structure of Sβ(E) for

Gamow–Teller β transitions.

Yu.V. Naumov, A.A. Bykov, I.N. Izosimov, Sov.J.Part.Nucl.,

14,175(1983).

However, TAGS methods have some disadvantages arising from low

energy resolution of NaI-based spectrometers. Modern experimental

instruments allow using nuclear spectroscopy methods with high

energy resolution to study the fine structure of Sβ(E).

I.N. Izosimov, V.G. Kalinnikov, A.A. Solnyshkin, Phys. Part.

Nucl., 42, 1804(2011). DOI:10.1134/S1063779611060049



High-resolution nuclear spectroscopy methods, like total

absorption gamma spectroscopy (TAGS) methods, give

conclusive evidence of the resonance structure of Sβ(E) for GT

transitions in both spherical and deformed nuclei. High-

resolution nuclear spectroscopy methods made it possible to

demonstrate experimentally the resonance nature of Sβ(E) for

FF transitions and reveal splitting of the peak in the strength

function for the GT β+/EC decay of the deformed nucleus into

two components. This splitting indicates anisotropy of

oscillation of the isovector density component.



For the GT-β transitions, FF-β transitions in the ξ approximation 

(Coulomb approximation), and unique FF-β transitions the Т1/2, 

ft, level populations I(E), Sβ(E) and reduced probabilities B(GT), 

[B(λπ = 0
−
)+B(λπ=1

−
)],  [B(λπ = 2

−
)] are related as follows : 

d(I(E))/dE = Sβ(E) T1/2 f(Qβ – E),                        (1) 

(T1/2)
-1

 = ∫  Sβ(E)f(Qβ – E) dE,                              (2)           

                        ∫Sβ(E)dE = ∑1/(ft).                            (3)                                        

                                                    
ΔE                            ΔE
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2
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2
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                  B(GT,E)=[D(g
2

V/4π)]/ft,                                 (5)                                    

          [B(λπ =0
-
) + B(λπ =1

-
)] = [D g

2
V/4π]/ft,           (6)                                                            

                   [B(λπ=2
-
)]=3/4[Dg

2
V/4π]/ft,                           (7)                                                                               

where Sβ(E) – the beta decay strength function which 

describe the nuclear part of transition,    f(Q – E) – the 

Fermi function which describe the lepton part of transition 

and Q – is the total energy of the beta decay.  





Nuclear spectroscopy methods with high energy resolution to 

study the fine structure of Sβ(E)

•GT and FF Sβ(E) has resonances both for spherical, 

transition, and deformed nuclei. 

•Deformation leads to the  splitting of the Sβ(E) peaks.

•Anisotropy of the spin–isospin density oscillations results  in 

the difference of oscillation energies  < E >γ - < E >β of 

proton holes against neutron particles perpendicular to the 

symmetry axis and along symmetry axis. In the deformed 
160Dy nucleus < E >γ - < E >β is about 1 MeV. 

I.N. Izosimov, V.G. Kalinnikov, F.F. Solnyshkin  Phys. 

Part. Nucl., 42, 1804(2011). 
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Sβ(E) for GT transitions in the β+/EC decay of the spherical nucleus 147gTb 

(1/2+; T1/2 = 1.6 h, QEC = 4.6 MeV).



Sβ(E) for first-forbidden transitions in the β+/EC decay of the spherical 

nucleus 147gTb (T1/2 = 1.6 h, QEC = 4.6 MeV).





Sβ(E) for Gamow–Teller transitions in the β+/EC decay of the deformed nucleus 
160gHo (5 ;25.6 min), QEC = 3286(15) keV.



Sβ(E) for Gamow–Teller transitions in the β+/EC decay of the deformed nucleus of 

the isomer 160mHo (2-; 5.02 h), QEC = 3346 keV



Sβ(E) for Gamow–Teller transitions in the β+/EC decay of the deformed nucleus of 

the isomer 160mHo (2-; 5.02 h), QEC = 3346 keV





Sβ(E) for first-forbidden transitions in the β+/EC decay of the deformed nucleus 

of the isomer 160mHo (5.02 h)  



Bohr A., Mottelson B. // Nuclear Structure V. 1. 1969. Benjamin, New York

B±(GT,E)=((geff
A)2/4π)│‹If║∑t±(k)σ(k)║Ii›│

2/(2Ii+1),                      (1)

B±(GT,E) = [D(g2
V/4π)]/ft, D = (6144 ± 2) sec                              (2)

S- - S+ =3(N-Z),  (Ikeda sum rule)                                               (3)

S = Σf│‹If ║ ∑  t±(k) σ(k) ║ Ii ›│2 /(2Ii +1),                                  (4)

∑j B-(GT,Ej) – ∑k B+(GT,Ek) = 3(N-Z)(geff
A)2/4π,                          (5)

d(I(E))/dE = Sβ(E) T1/2 f(Qβ – E),                                                    (6)

(T1/2)
-1 = ∫  Sβ(E)f(Qβ – E) dE,                                                        (7)

∫  Sβ(E)dE = ∑ 1/(ft),                                                                      (8)
ΔE ΔE

where Sβ(E) is in units Mev-1 s-1, and ft is in seconds.

∑j D/ftj = 3(N-Z) (geff
A/gV)2 (Ikeda sume rule if ALL GT strength is in Qβ window)     (9)          

Naumov Yu.V., Bykov A.A., Izosimov I.N. Structure of β-decay 

strength functions // Sov. J. Part. Nucl. 1983. V.14, No 2. P.175.



Instead of  B±(GT,E) (usually given in units of   ( geff
A)2/4π)  or in  (g2

V/4π), 

and (g2
A/4π), ) the quantities  B(GT,E)=│‹If║∑t±(k)σ(k)║Ii›│

2/(2Ii+1)and 

B’(GT,E)=4π/ g2
A B(GT,E) are often used in the literature.

Some times there are  errors in due to not proper using B±(GT,E), B’(GT,E),

and B(GT,E).

The test of error absent is : in ALL cases one must obtain the formula:

∑j D/ftj = 3(N-Z) (geff
A/gV)2 (Ikeda sume rule if ALL GT strength is in Qβ

window)  





The conserved vector-current hypothesis (CVC) and partially conserved

axial-vector-current hypothesis (PCAC) yield the free-nucleon value,

determined from neutron beta decay is gA
free/gV = -1.2723(23). Inside

nuclear matter the effective value gA
eff is needed to reproduce experimental

observations.

Precise information on the value of gA
eff is crucial when predicting half-life

for beta decays, beta decay strength function for Gamow-Teller (GT) and first

forbidden (FF) beta transitions, and cross section for charge-exchange

reactions. The effective value of gA
eff is characterized by a renormalization

factor q (in the case of quenching of gA it is called “quenching factor”):

q=gA
eff/gA

free, where gA
eff is the value of the axial-vector coupling derived from a

given theoretical or experimental analysis.

The origin of the quenching of the gA value is not completely known and

various mechanisms have been proposed for its origin including tensor effects,

the Δ-isobar admixture to the nuclear wave function, relativistic corrections to

the Gamow-Teller operator, etc., but a clean separation of these aspects is

difficult.



Determination of geff
A.

1. Model depended determination from experimental ft valuas.

B±(GT,E)=((geff
A)2/4π)│‹If║∑t±(k)σ(k)║Ii›│

2/(2Ii+1),                  

B±(GT,E) = [D(g2
V/4π)]/ft. │‹If║∑t±(k)σ(k)║Ii›│

2 - calculated in different models, ft – from 

experiment → (geff
A/gV)2 extracted. 

2. Model independed determination. Ikeda sum rule – comparison of the experimental total

GT beta decay strength with the Ikeda sum rule is the model independed metod. For

application of this method it is necessary to have the total GT strength in the energy

window allowed for beta decay, and contribution from non-nucleonic degries of freedom (Δ-

isobar, for example) must be neglectable. Such situation may be realized for beta decay

of halo nuclei (6He, 11Li, …) or for very neutron-rich nuclei where, EGTR < EIAR.

For │N-Z│» 0 nuclei the maximum excitation energy corresponds to the main resonance in

Sβ(E). Other, more weak resonances (pygmy resonances) have smaller excitation energies.

Such type of Sβ(E) take place for 11Be. Shell-model results is that the GTR energy can be

lower than the IAS energy, i.e. E(GT) – E(IAS) < 0 for very neutron-rich nuclei. For 11Be:

EGTR < EIAR, EGTR - EIAR = -2.97 MeV.

For N≈Z nuclei structure of Sβ(E) may have opposite type, i.e. the minimum  excitation 

energy corresponds to the main resonance in Sβ(E) [low-energy super-Gamow-Teller phonon 

or GTR]. Such type of Sβ(E) take place for 6Li.  For 6Li:  EGTR < EIAR, EGTR - EIAR= -3562.88 keV.



We shall accept a state as a quantum halo if the two

conditions are fulfilled, i.e., there is

a sufficiently large cluster configuration with 

a sufficiently large spatial extension.

Halo states require low relative angular momentum 

(centrifugal barrier) for the valence

particle (L=0,1 for 1n or 1p halo), as well as weak binding.

Centrifugal barrier prevents for halo formation

Coulomb barrier prevents for proton halo formation.

High level density of nonhalolike levels 

prevents halo formation in excited states

The accepted definition of a halo nucleus (typically in its ground state)

is therefore that the halo nucleon is required to have more than 50% of 

its probability density outside the range of the core potential.







In Borromean systems the two-body correlations are too weak to 

bind any pair of particles while the three-body correlations are 

responsible for the system binding as a whole. In states with one and 

only one bound subsystem the bound particles moved in phase and 

were therefor named “tango states” 





In the general case the IAS is the coherent superposition of the excitations 

like neutron hole–proton particle coupled to form the momentum J = 0+. 

The IAS has the isospin T=Tz +1=(N−Z)/2+1, where Tz = (N − Z)/2 is the isospin 

projection. The isospin of the ground state is T = Tz = (N − Z)/2. When the IAS 

energy corresponds to the continuum, the IAS can be observed as a resonance. 

Configuration states (CS) are not the coherent superposition of such 

excitations and have T = Tz = (N − Z)/2. One of the best studied CS is the anti-

analog state (AIAS). The CS formation may be restricted by the Pauli principle. 

The Double Isobar Analog State (DIAS) has the isospin T = Tz + 2 and is formed 

as the coherent superposition of the excitations like two neutron holes–two 

proton particles coupled to form the momentum J = 0+. 





Since the operators of GT β-decay and M1 γ-decay have no spatial

components (the radial factor in the Mλ γ-transition operator is proportional to

rλ−1), GT β-transitions and M1 γ-transitions between states with similar

spatial shapes are favored.



Proton particle–neutron hole coupled to form the spin-parity Iπ = 1+ and core 

polarization (CP) states: a) nn Borromean halo component, b) np tango 

halo component.



Proton particle–neutron hole coupled to

form the spin-parity Iπ = 1+ and back spin

flip (BSF) states: a) nn Borromean halo

component, b) np tango halo component.

Proton particle–neutron hole coupled to

form the spin-parity Iπ = 1+ and spin flip

(SF) states: a) nn Borromean halo

component, b) np tango halo component.



Coherent superposition  of CP, BSF, and SF configurations forms Gamow-

Teller (GT) resonance. Non coherent superposition forms resonances in 

Sβ(E) at excitation energy E lower than energy of GT resonance (so-called 

pygmy resonances). Beacause after action of Y_ operator on nn Borromean 

halo configuration with Iπ=0+ the np tango halo configurations with Iπ=1+

are formed, the GT and pygmy resonances in Sβ(E) will have components 

corresponging to np tango halo. When neutron excess number is high 

enough, the SF, CP, and BSF configurations may simultaneously have both 

nn Borromean halo component and np tango halo component and form so 

called mixed halo .



Two neurons that form the nn halo in 6He ground state (g.s.) occupy the 1p

orbit (p3/2 configuration with a 7% admixture of p1/2 configuration). The 

remaining two neutrons and two protons occupy the 1s orbit. Therefore, the 

action of the operator Т_ on the g.s. wave function for the 6He nucleus (Т = 1, 

Tz = 1) results in the formation of the analogue state with the configuration 

corresponding to the pn halo. This IAR is in the 6Li nucleus (Т = 1, Tz = 0) at 

the excitation energy 3.56 MeV. The width of this state is Г = 8.2 eV, which 

corresponds to the half-life Т1/2 = 6∙10−17 s. The theoretical and experimental 

data  indicate that this IAR state has a np halo. Formation of configuration 

states is prohibited by the Pauli principle. The Isobar Analog State (IAS) of 

the 6He g.s. (nn Borromean halo nucleus), i.e., the 3.56 MeV, I=0+ state of 

6Li, has  a np halo structure of Borromean type. 



Since the operators of GT β-decay and M1 γ-decay have no spatial components 

(the radial factor in the Mλ γ-transition operator is proportional to rλ−1), GT β- and M1 

γ-transitions between states with similar spatial shapes are favored.

A rather large value of the reduced probability of M1 γ-transition (B(M1,σ) 

= 8.2 W.u.) for M1 γ-decay from IAS and large B(GT) = 7.630gV
2/4π 

(Σ(Ikeda sum rule) = 6gA
2/4π) value for β–-transition to the ground state is 

evidence for the existence of tango halo structure in the 6Li ground state. 



The IAS in 6Li has the Borromean n-p halo structure since the

n-p subsystem is coupled to the spin-parity Iπ = 0+, i.e.

unbound, whereas n-p subsystem for the 6Li g.s. is coupled to

the spin-parity Iπ = 1+, i.e. bound. According to halo

classification, such structure of the 6Li g.s. corresponds to the

n-p tango halo.



Because of large B(GT) value (B(GT) = 7.630gV
2/4π ), the 6Li g.s. has structure

corresponding to the low-energy Gamow-Teller phonon and the energy of this GT

phonon is lower than (EGT < EIAR) the energy of IAR (EIAR= 3562.88 keV). In heavy

and middle nuclei, because of repulsive character of the spin-isospin residual

interaction, the energy of GT resonance is larger than the energy of IAR (EGT > EIAR).

In tango halo nucleus 6Li (g.s.) for low energy GT phonon we have EGT < EIAR,

EGT - EIAR= -3562.88 keV, and (N-Z)/A = 0.33 for 6He (6He g.s. is the parent

state). Such situation may be connected with contribution of the attractive

component (Fujita Y., et al. High-resolution study of Gamow-Teller excitations

in the 42Ca(3He,t) 42Sc reaction and the observation of a “low-energy super-

Gamow-Teller state” // Phys. Rev. C. 2015. V. 91. P. 064316, and references

therein) of residual interaction in this nucleus.





Δεls ≈ 1.4 Vls (l·s) A-2/3, Δεls(p1/2-p3/2) ≈ 6 MeV for 6Li

Y. Fujita, Y. Utsuno, H. Fujita

Properties of Low-energy Super Gamow-Teller 

State, JPS Conf. Proc. 23, 012030 (2018)

B(GT) for 5.7 MeV is small and was not measured









β – decay to 
11Be, Elev, MeV

Jπ Branching 

ratio (%)

lg ft B(GT) in

gV
2/4π

B(GT) in

geff
A

2/4π

0.32 1/2– 7.70.8 5.670.04 0.013 0.008

2.69 3/2– 174 5.060.10 0.053 0.034

3.41 (3/2–) 0.90.4 6.250.10 0.003 0.002

3.8900.001 5/2– 22.74.5 4.78010 0.102 0.066

3.969+0.02
-0.0009 3/2– 6.82.4 5.300.20 0.030 0.020

5.24 5/2– 2.40.5 5.550.08 0.017 0.011

7.03 (5/2–) 0.860.17 5.770.09 0.010 0.006

8.020.02 3/2– 15.53.1 4.300.08 0.308 0.200

8.82 3/2– 8.91.4 4.460.07 0.213 0.138

10.06 5/2– 7.81.8 4.180.12 0.406 0.263

16.3 0.0480.007 4.660.08 0.134 0.087

18.1 0.550.06 2.450.13 21.810 14.162

Σ=23.1 in

gV
2/4π

Ikeda

Σ=15gA
2/4π

11Li g.s. (T = TZ = 5/2; Jπ =3/2–) β – decay scheme, gA
eff /gV = -1.24.  Level energies in 11Be,

EGT=18.19 MeV, lgft =2.45(13) , EIAR = 21.16 MeV (Jπ=3/2- ;T = 5/2, TZ = 3/2 ).

Compare experimental total strength for β-decay in gV
2/4π units with the Ikeda sum 

rule (in (gA
eff)2/4π units), we obtained (gA

eff/gV)2 = 1.272  0.010 for 6He GT β--

decay and (gA
eff/gV)2 = 1.50.2 for  11Li GT β--decay. 



One of the consequence of the Wigner  spin-isospin SU(4) symmetry is

EGT = EIAR. 

SU(4) symmetry-restoration effect induced by the residual interaction, 

which displaces the GT towards the IAR with increasing (N-Z)/A. 



The difference of the EGT - EIAR energies (circles) as a function of the neutron excess

[Naumov Yu.V., Bykov A.A., Izosimov I.N. Structure of β-decay strength functions // 

Sov. J. Part. Nucl. 1983. V.14, No 2. P.175.;

Izosimov I.N. Non-Statistical Effects Manifestation in Atomic Nuclei // Physics of 

Particles and Nuclei. 1999. V. 30, No 2. P.131.]. 

Data for 6He β- – decay was (square) and 11Li β- – decay (triangle) were added. 





CONCLUSION

1. Gamow-Teller resonance and pygmy resonances in GT beta decay strength

function Sβ(E) for halo nuclei may have structure corresponding to np tango halo.

When neutron excess is high enough, resonances in Sβ(E) may simultaneously

have both nn Borromean halo component and np tango halo component and

form so-called mixed halo.

2. Ratio of axial-vector and vector weak interaction constants for the beta decay of

halo nuclei (6He, 11Li) from S 1/ft may be obtained. (gA
eff/gV)2 = 1.272  0.010 for 6He

GT β--decay and (gA
eff/gV)2 = 1.5  0.2 for 11Li GT β--decay.

3. Structure of resonances in Sβ(E) is manifested in charge exchange reactions.

Halo structure of some pygmy resonances is important for beta-decay analysis in

halo nuclei.

4. Value Z/N ≈ 0.5 - 0.6 may correspond to the SU(4) spin-isospin symmetry

region.



In the ground state, the 6Li nucleus has an α + d cluster structure, the

energy of its breakup to an alpha particle and a deuteron being as low as

1.47 MeV. The radius of the 6Li nucleus ranges between 2.32 and 2.45 fm;

this is approximately 10% larger than the value expected according to

standard (∼A1/3) systematics. The momentum distributions of residual nuclei

arising as breakup products were studied in for various targets and various

energies of 6He and 6Li beams. This resulted in observing, for 4He nuclei, a

rather narrow (σ = 28–29 MeV s−1) distribution in the case of 6Не breakup

and a distribution of intermediate width (σ = 46–55 MeV s−1) in the case of

6Li breakup. For ordinary nuclei (that is those without a halo), the width of the

momentum distribution of breakup products is σ ∼ 100 MeV s−1. Rather

narrow momentum distributions of breakup products confirm the presence of

a halo in the 6He nucleus and the hypothesis that the 6Li nucleus has a

tango halo.



6He halo neutrons: (p3/2)
2 with a 7% admixture of (p1/2)

2 configuration



S. Yoshida, et al. Phys. Rev. C97,054321 (2018)

One of the interesting features of the present shell-

model results is that the GTGR energy can be 

lower than the IAS energy, i.e. E(GT) – E(IAS) < 0 

for very neutron-rich nuclei.

It is thus very interesting to measure the evolution 

of  E(GT) – E(IAS) toward very neutron-rich 

nuclei using radioactive isotope beams. 



Δεls ≈ 1.4 Vls (l·s) A-2/3, Δεls(p1/2-p3/2) ≈ 6 MeV for 6Li

Y. Fujita, Y. Utsuno, H. Fujita

Properties of Low-energy Super Gamow-Teller 

State, JPS Conf. Proc. 23, 012030 (2018)



No observed additional GT states (or GT resonance components)



The conserved vector-current hypothesis (CVC) and partially conserved axial-

vector-current hypothesis (PCAC) yield the free-nucleon [10] value gA/gV = -1.27.

Inside nuclear matter the effective value geff
A is needed to reproduce experimental

observations. Precise information on the value of gA
eff is crucial when predicting

half-life for beta- decays, beta - decay strength function for Gamow-Teller (GT)

and first forbidden (FF) beta-transitions, and cross section for charge exchange

reactions. The effective value of gA
eff is characterized by a renormalization factor

q (in the case of quenching of gA it is called quenching factor): q=gA
eff/gA

free, where

gA
free = -1.2723(23) is the free-nucleon value of the axial-vector coupling

measured in neutron beta decay and gA
eff is the value of the axial-vector coupling

derived from a given theoretical or experimental analysis.



The renormalization of gA which stems from the nuclear-model effects depends on 

the nuclear-theory framework chosen to describe the nuclear many-body wave 

functions involved in the weak processes. This is why the effective values of gA
eff

can vary from one nuclear model to the other. The origin of the quenching of the gA

value is not completely known and various mechanisms have been proposed for its 

origin including tensor effects, the Δ-isobar admixture to the nuclear wave function, 

relativistic corrections to the Gamow-Teller operator, etc., but a clean separation of 

these aspects is difficult. 

Also, the experimental methods of quenching value determination in many cases 

may have essential uncertainties. One of the model independent methods for gA
eff

determination is the comparison of the experimental total GT beta decay strength 

with the Ikeda sum rule. For application of this method it is necessary to have 

the total GT strength in the energy window allowed for beta decay. Such 

situation may be realized for beta decay of halo nuclei (6He, 11Li) or for very 

neutron-rich nuclei where EGTR < EIAR. 



The possible halos for beta-stable nuclei may occur as

excited states with energies close to the neutron separation

energy. Otherwise the halo binding energy would be

too large. Moving towards the dripline, halos may occur 

as low-lying excitations or as the nuclear ground state.

The first excited states of 11Be and 17F 

are referred to as the halo states.

Strong coupling to other more complicated

states dilute the component of the halo and

might effectively prevent its occurrence. In other words, 

the distance between nonhalolike

many-body states must be larger than the coupling

to the halo state (or level density is not high).

High level density of nonhalolike levels prevent halo formation.



Excited  halo states may also occur with excitation

energy below nucleon separation energy by at most 1 MeV. 

If these states are not surrounded by many other excited states, 

they could represent halos provided the quantum numbers 

and the structure in general are correct.

The isobaric analog states

of a halo could be candidates for excited halo states,

since they have the same structure as the original state

except for the exchange of neutrons and protons.

Isospin symmetry prevents mixing of states

with different isospin quantum number. 

Isobar Analog States  may have halo structure 

at high excitation energy.



Proton halo nuclei are not quite as impressive

in terms of the extent of their halo, due to the confining Coulomb barrier

which holds them closer to the core. Nevertheless, examples include 
8B, 12N, 17Ne and the first excited state of 17F.

The three most studied halo nuclei are 6He, 11Li and 11Be.

However, a few others have also now been confirmed, such as 
14Be, 14B, 15C and 19C. 

All the above are examples of neutron halo systems, and all lie on, or 

are close to, the neutron dripline at the limits of particle stability.

Other candidates, awaiting proper theoretical study and 

experimental confirmation include 
15B, 17B and19B, along with 22C and 23O.



In the general case the IAS is the coherent superposition of the excitations like 

neutron hole–proton particle coupled to form the momentum J = 0+. The IAS has 

the isospin T=Tz +1=(N−Z)/2+1, where Tz = (N − Z)/2 is the isospin projection. 

The isospin of the ground state is T = Tz = (N − Z)/2. When the IAS energy 

corresponds to the continuum, the IAS can be observed as a resonance. 

Configuration states (CS) are not the coherent superposition of such excitations 

and have T = Tz = (N − Z)/2. One of the best studied CS is the anti-analog state 

(AIAS). The CS formation may be restricted by the Pauli principle. 

The Double Isobar Analog State (DIAS) has the isospin T = Tz + 2 and is formed 

as the coherent superposition of the excitations like two neutron holes–two 

proton particles coupled to form the momentum J = 0+. 



When the nuclear parent state has the two-neutron (nn) Borromean halo

structure, then IAR and configuration states (CSs) can simultaneously have nn,

np Borromean halo components in their wave functions. After M1 γ-decay of

IAR with np Borromean halo structure or GT β--decay of parent nuclei with nn

Borromean halo structure, the states with np halo structure of tango type may

be populated.

The strength function Sβ(E) governs the nuclear energy distribution of

elementary charge-exchange excitations and their combinations like proton

particle (πp)-neutron hole (νh) coupled into a spin-parity Iπ : [πp  νh]Iπ and

neutron particle (νp)-proton hole (πh) coupled into a spin-parity Iπ : [νp 

πh)]Iπ. The strength function of Fermi-type β-transitions takes into account

excitations [πp  νh]0+ or [νp  πh]0+. Since isospin is a quite good quantum

number, the strength of the Fermi-type transitions is concentrated in the region

of the isobar-analogue resonance (IAR). The strength function for β-transitions

of the Gamow–Teller (GT) type describes excitations [πp  νh]1+ or [νp 

πh]1+. Residual interaction can cause collectivization of these configurations

and occurrence of resonances in Sβ(E) .





There may be only a small window open for halo occurrence. 

How small can be answered by understanding the transition

from ordinary nuclei via clusters to halos  

and study halo in excited states.

The existence of close- or lowlying thresholds is not a 

sufficient condition for formation of a halo.



Although halo structures could also be present in excited states

(halo isomers), but 

they are easier to observe and have therefore mainly been

investigated in ground states. 

As halo states should be close to a threshold this implies one is close 

to the nucleon drip lines; 

Since proton halos are retarded 

by the Coulomb barrier the neutron drip line will offer

more cases.



In atomic nucleus whose ground state does not exhibit halo structure, 

but the excited state may have one, the γ-transition from the excited 

state to the ground state can be essentially hindered, i.e. the formation 

of a specific type of isomers (halo isomers) becomes possible.

Also halo isomer formation becomes possible when the halo structure 

of the excited states is different. 







Diagram of strength functions for GT β transitions and configurations that form

resonances in Sβ(E) for GT transitions, where j> = l +1/2, j< = l – 1/2, τ –

isospin of excitation, μτ – projection of isospin. The strength of the Fermi-type

transitions is concentrated in the region of the isobar-analogue resonance.
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Experimental (a) and fitted (b) TAS spectra of 156-Ho (T1/2

≈56min)

QEC=(5.05±0.07)MeV  








